A Resource Book
Application oriented
Sections

- Institutional Development
- Intellectual Development
- Learning Development
- Self Development
Structure of a Section

• Chapters
  – Overview modules
  – Modules
  – Annotated Bibliography
Structure of a Module

- An overview statement
- Body
- Concluding thought
- A List of references
- Cross references (to related entries)
- Most modules contain diagrams, figures, tables, or rubrics.

An example:

2.4.15 Writing Critical Thinking Questions
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Types of Modules

• Overview module:
  2.1.1 Overview of Learning Theory.

• Theory module
  2.3.3 Classification of Learning Skills.

• Application
  3.3.7 Effective Use of Office Hours.

• Methodology
  3.1.3 Methodology for Creating a Quality Learning Environment.

• Tool module
  3.4.2 Designing Teams andAssigning Roles.

• Annotated Bibliography
Faculty Support page

The library of the future will be a true learning center for students and faculty.

Send your comments to hongm@marywood.edu
To Access the Guidebook
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